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Gram (+) anaerobic intestinal cocci 
in healthy adults and neonates 

E. BEZIRTZOGLOU <•) - C. ROMOND凸

Summary: Anaerobic gram(+) cocci were found to be part of the normal indigenous丑ora
of the intestinal tract in healthy adults (19.6%) but they were rarely isolated from healthy neonates 
(6.1%). A larger variation of species was also present in adults. Their installation in the new
horn's intestine seems to be partially inhibited by factors that are not at present very clear. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Bacterial flora of the rectum presents as 
extensive and diversi五ed, a spectrum of 
pathogenic and non-pathogenic organisms. 

Disturbance of the normal intestinal ba
lance affords opportunity for these micro
organisms to produce infection under ap
propriate circumstances. 

Anaerobic gram (+) cocci constitute the 
second largest group (7), after gram（一）
bacilli, of anaerobic bacteria isolated from 
clinicals specimens. They are important 
human pathogens and will be isolated 
most often in mixed culture from intra
abdominal and biliary tract sepsis as well 
as from infections of the respiratory and 
female genital tracts (2 · 3). 
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Our study deals with the distribution 
and frequency of species of gram (+) 
anaerobic cocci in human rectal flora of 
newborn and adults by quantitative ana
lysis. 

For the present study, we chose Cesa
rian section newborn, because these in
£ants usually begin life with a bacteriolo
gically clean state, and o任er an ideal mo
del for understandin.g better the instaIla
tion of gut bacteria in the context of the 
neonate's hospital. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Analysed samples comprised two groups (Ta
ble 1): 

Infant group: 
The study was carried out on 27 newborns 

delivered at term by non-urgent cesarian section. 
Their birth weight was of 3.500 土 400 g. The 
decision for cesarian section was made for fetal 
macrosomia and dystocia and in case of iterative 
cesarian section. None of the newborn had a 
history of abnormal bowel functions or of anti
biotic therapy. 

Fecal samples of neonates were examined for 
their viable bacterial counts from birth to 14 
days at the following times: at birth (FO), 
6h (F6), one (F24), two (F48), four (F4), 
seven (F7), and fourteen (F14) days. 
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